
To select which players/teams will shoot first, each player, or one player from each team, shoots one 
shooter at the target and the player/team that scores the higher point value gets to choose to go first 
or second.  In the event both players/teams pitch their bag into the same hole (or if neither land in a 
hole) a tie is declared and both players/teams re-shoot their shooters until a winner can be declared.  
The player/team that shoots second can choose which target to start from.

Getting Started:

The player who scored points in the preceding inning shall shoot first in the next inning.  If neither 
player/team scored points in the inning, the player/team who shot first in the preceding inning shall 
shoot first in the next inning.

Starting the Inning:

Shooters can be played as doubles or singles.  In doubles play, two contestants are partners against 
another team of two contestants; in singles play a contestant competes against another contestant.

In doubles play, one member from each team shoots from one target and the other members shoot 
from the other target.  In singles play, both contestants shoot from the same target.  All other rules are 
basically the same for doubles or singles play.

Singles or Doubles Play: 

Shooters games can be played two ways.  (A) First player/team that reaches 21 points wins. Or (B) a 
game can be played for 9 innings and the player/team with the most points at the end of 9 complete 
innings wins.

Length of Game: 

1. Shooters can be thrown either underhand or overhand. 

2. In doubles play, team #1 shoots all three shooters and then team #2 shoots all three shooters.  
Shooters are not removed from the target until all shooters have been shot and scored.  Players remain 
at the same target for the duration of the game. 

3. Pitching in singles play, player #1 shoots all three shooters and then player #2 shoots all three 
shooters.  Shooters are not removed from the target until all shooters have been shot and scored.  Both 
players move to the opposite end and shoot at the opposite target. 

4. A player can shoot their shooters from either the left or right side of the target as long as their foot 
remains behind the front of the target.

Pitching Shooters During Play:

10ft (3.048m)

1. 2.

Parts List:

Setup:

2 or 4

Players: 

Begin by assembling the legs onto each target.  The shorter legs will be at the front of each target 
and the longer legs at the back of each target so the targets tilt toward each other.  Legs easily pop into 
the holes on bottom of targets.  Once assembled, Shooters targets should be placed 10ft (3.048m) 
apart, from front to front.

(2) Shooters Targets
(4) Long Leg Attachments
(4) Short Leg Attachments

(6) Shooters, (3) per color
Instructions Included
(1) Carry Bag

Court Layout:

Thank you for choosing the Franklin FOLD-N-GO® Shooters tailgate game.  We are confident that 
Franklin FOLD-N-GO® Shooters will provide you, your family and friends with hours of enjoyment.  To 
accommodate the limited space tailgating sometimes involves, all Franklin tailgate games provide a 
range of playing distances with the furthest distance being regulation.   Please be sure to use care 
when playing and to take into account others in the area before selecting a playing area and distance.


